**April 16 & 17 2012 Face2Face Agenda/Meeting Notes**

For original agenda see [Spring 2012 Face-to-face Agenda]

**Monday Afternoon**

**Business meeting - Lorna & Mary-Alice**

**LMS Updates**

- Contract Renewal negotiations starts this summer
- Remind students to complete the LMS survey. **Karla**
  - Content Independence survey for LTDC on general practices
  - There is a survey coming for faculty
  - There will be opportunities for faculty to try other LMSs via small pilots - stay tune for more information in the fall

**Learning Analytics**

- More tomorrow with Linda Jorn
- Signed contract with D2L to use LA model
- As a self-hosted group, we will build a data warehouse locally & reporting tool
- There is a pilot group of campuses which was included in a grant proposal

**D2L ePortfolio Event**

- June 22
- In Madison
- Best practices / Unique ideas from faculty
- D2L will be present

**D2L version 10**

- D2L will provide a deep-dive into v10 on April 19th

**Regional Showcases**

**West @ Platteville**

- Keynote - Lance Ford
- Recorded all sessions and they have been viewed online
Link is online
Suggestion to take still photos!

Southeast @ Whitewater

- 86 participants
- Distance was an issue
- Curtis Bonk - Keynote
- 21 topics

Northwest @ Eau Claire

- Tools for Teaching
- Geogreeting.com
- 90-100 attended
- Used clickers for demographics
- 16 sessions
- Facility was small - will have new facility next year
- Gave each person a free book
- Survey went out late, but got 25% back. Well liked.
- Concurrent sessions.

Central @ Green Bay

- Communicate early and often
- Two tracks
- Spring break was a great time to do this
- Food was good
- Green lemonade on March 15th
- Wanted more networking
- Establish program sooner

General notes

- Use ELI format for Focus Sessions
- Do these again
- Maintain the same regions - move to different campus

"To Big Too Know" by Rovy Branon - guest speaker

- 90% of knowledge was created in the last 2 years
- 20 households = 2008 Internet activity
- All videos posted in the last 10 minutes on YouTube would take 100 years to view
- Gutenberg the Geek by Jeff Jarvis
- Author Clayton Christensen's books:
  - Disrupting Class
  - The Innovator's Dilemma
Disruptive Software

- Open Class
  - Integrated with Google Apps
  - LMS Marketplace
  - Compare your students across the world

- MOOC
  - Massively Online Open Classroom
  - Free class content to everyone

- iTunes U
  - Almost everything you need for an LMS
  - new free iBooks

- Good Semester
  - Tool to grow your own university

- Khan Academy
  - Online 'tutor' sessions
  - School districts using to help flip their classrooms

- Others
  - Code Academy
  - SkillShare
  - "Tin Can" in SCORM

Photo Image Editing Online

- Picnik.com
- OWL - Visual Rhetoric
- Pixlr.com
- BeFuncky.com
- PicMonkey.Com
- LunaPic.com
- To wrap text-- Float:left;padding:3px
- For those who want to type sarcastically - http://sartalics.com/
- Steve Jobs approach to PowerPoint - images and no text

BbCollaborate session

- Peer2Peer collaboration learning between Oshkosh & Steven Point
- Brought in a Librarian and this brought up lots of questions which was good.
- Peer to peer with someone from the other campus was a good experience.

eTextbooks
Elections

- Nominations: Cheryl, Jamison, Pat F, Leif
- Motion to close - Jorstad / Leisz
- Elected: Cheryl, Leif

Tuesday Morning

Learning Analytics - Linda Jorn & Lorna

- Donald Norris - "Building Organizational Capacity for Analytics"
- ELI White Paper (EDUCAUSE Resources)
  - Analytics in Higher Education: Establishing a Common Language

Handbook

- Location: [LTDC Handbook]
- Presentation on the current status
- Discussion on the final location of the handbook
- Need to wrap up this task soon

Communication Committee

- Started three years ago with Gene as chair
- Charged with looking at the website and getting information out
- What have we done and where to go or next steps to take?
- Clarify communications out to stakeholders on what the LTDC does/is (Kerry has a list??)
- Define - what we need to communicate out and what resources do we need to do so?
- At the end of each monthly meeting - here is what we should be sharing w/ the campus
- Send out reminders from the LTDC to all Reps
  - sending information to campus/provost; External:Staff - Faculty & Admin; Internal between Reps
- Madison shared their communication plan

NEW Communication Officer

- New position on the LTDC Exec
- Leif is serving as the first
- Duties will be found in the LTDC Handbook
Future notes: LTDC has been asked to present at next fall's ITMC.